


Introduction To Scanning Tools

A Scanner is a software tool that examines and reports about vulnerabilities

on local and remote hosts.

Scanners are available as a specialized tool designed only to scan ports (called

port scanners),as network tools, or as apart of networking utility suites.

These are designed to detect which of the 65,535 network ports exist are

“Open”. A number of these ports are assigned the task of handling specific

network protocols and services.

Scanners were made to find and fix vulnerabilities in remote machines and 

their networks. Crackers also use scanners to find vulnerabilities, but their

intentions are entirely different.

Most popular scanners are open source- that is, made freely available.       



Evolution of Scanners

Scanners first appeared even before ARPANET, the precursor of the Internet, in

1969. They were used to scan for dead terminals from the mainframe back then.

By the time internet become mainstream, hobbyist hackers were already 

publishing already known vulnerabilities on the internet. With less zeal for 

technology and more for profit new hackers joining internet started using these 

to harm the system.

Hackers at that time used WAR DIALER to identify those numbers that connect 

to remote computers on the UNIX based systems. These war dialers were a form

of automated scanner, but it didn’t tell any weakness of the system.

Today, Scanners are available on almost every platform with GUI interface and

are used both legitimately to help networks and also to harm them.



How Scanners Work

Scanners automate the process of examining network weaknesses. Scanners

are not heuristic; they do not discover new vulnerabilities. Instead, they check 

for known vulnerabilities and open ports. A scanner performs these functions:

❑ Connects to target host(s)

❑ Examines the target host for the services running on it

❑ Examines each service for any known vulnerabilities   

Scanners can be set to target a single IP address or a range of IP addresses. In

Either mode the Scanner attempts to connect with the target to find open ports

and possible vulnerabilities present on the target host(s).



Types Of Scanning

The most important types of scanning are:

❑ Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connect scanning

❑Half-open scanning

❑User Datagram Protocol (UDP) scanning

❑ IP protocol scanning

❑ Ping scanning

❑ Stealth scanning



TCP Connect Scanning

Most broadly defined, a TCP connect scan attempts to make TCP connections 

with all the ports on a remote system.

In this type of scan, the target host transmits connection-succeeded messages for 

active ports and host-unreachable messages for inactive ports.

The system log on the target system will log all these connection requests, even a 

very sleepy administrator would notice 65,536 attempts from the same IP.

So, TCP connect scanning makes a wide window of exposure which quite a 

giveaway and hence is its drawback.



Half-open Scanning
Half-open scanning is TCP connection scanning, but it does not complete the 

connections.

In typical TCP connections, a host initially sends a synchronization message,.    

SYN, to the target host. The target host replies back with a SYN and an 

acknowledgment message, ACK, to the host that requested a connection 

(SYN/ACK).

In a half-open scan, the reply signal may be SYN/ACK indicting the port is open 

or an RST/ACK, which means no listening is done  from the port.

The responding RST will leave no log file on system which makes half-open

Scanning quite safe.

But a root-access is required to perform half-open scanning.



User Datagram Protocol(UDP) Scanning

UDP scanning examines the status of UDP ports on a target system.

First, the scanner sends a 0-byte UDP packet to all the ports on a target host. If a 

port is closed, the target host replies with an internet Control Message Protocol 

(ICMP) 

unreachable message to the computer on which the scanner is installed.

If the port is active, then no such message is sent. 

A scanner that performs UDP scanning assumes that a port on the target host is 

active if the target host fails to reply with an ICMP unreachable message.

Most operating systems generate UDP messages very slowly. This makes UDP 

scanning impractical, compared to other types of scanning.



Internet Protocol Scanning

IP protocol scanning examines a target host for supported IP protocols.

In this method, the scanner transmits IP packets to each protocol on the target 

host.

If a protocol on the target host replies with an ICMP unreachable message to the 

scanner, then the target host does not use that protocol.

If there is no reply, then the hacker assumes that the target host sup

ports that protocol.



Stealth Scanning

Stealth scanning lets you examine hosts behind firewalls and packet filters; in 

some ways, it is similar to half-open scanning in that most stealth scanners do 

not allow target hosts to log the scanning activities.

Ping Scanning

A ping scan demonstrates whether a remote host is active by sending ICMP echo 

request packets to that host. If the target host sends back packets, it can be 

assumed that the host is active However, sometimes hosts block or drop ICMP 

echo request packets. This results in a false negative reading on that specific host. 

This is a shortcoming of ping scanning.



Scanning Phases

The most important phases of scanning are:

❑ Discovery

❑ Reconnaissance

❑ Vulnerability identification

❑ Exploitation



Discovery

This is where the actual testing begins. The objective of the discovery phase is to 

gather information that can be used as a foothold into the environment.

These activities occur in phases, with the preliminary information that is 

collected in the early stages then being leverage gain access to even more 

sensitive or useful information.

A persistent penetration can sometimes gain full root or administrator access to    

an asset.



Unicornscan

This is an open-source tool designed to identify information related to TCP flags

and banners.

Nmap
This is probably the best all-round open source network scanner to date. Nmap

is powerful yet easy to use. It's also very flexible in that it supports many 

different operating systems (including UNIX/Linux, Windows, and Mac OS), can 

use a variety of techniques to map out complex networks, and (because it's open 

source) can be modified and customized as necessary. 

Tools that can be helpful in the discovery phase:



Reconnaissance

Gathering preliminary data or intelligence on your target.

Reconnaissance can be performed actively or passively. In this phase 

you learn as much as possible about the target business and how it 

operates.

It includes identifying the target, finding out the target IP address 

range, network, domain name, mail server, dns records, etc..



Maltego

This is a Java-based tool that is offered in both community and commercial 

versions and is marked as a forensic tool. It can be used with a range of 

operating systems, including most Windows versions. Linux, OS X.

Fierce

This is an open-source, Perl-based tool that focuses on particular targets using

pattern matching. It can be used with Windows when combined with Cygwin for

Perl and modules Net: DNS and Net:hostent.

Tools that can be helpful in the reconnaissance phase:



tcpdump
This is an open-source command-line packet analyzer. It functions with most 

versions of UNIX/Linux. There is a Windows version known as WinDump. The

tool can be used to monitor unencrypted traffic passing between two hosts, 

including passwords and URL.

PassiveRecon
Also known as PacketlessRecon, this is a Firefox add-on that allows users to visit 

a target Web site and gather a variety of publically available information useful in 

the enumeration or reconnaissance phase of a penetration test. It can be used

with most versions of Windows. 

Wireshark
Formerly known as Ethereal, this is an open-source packet analyzer that is

similar to tcpdump but contains a GUI interface, which makes it easier for the

inexperienced penetration tester to use. It can be used with most UNIX/Linux

Operating systems , including OS X



Vulnerability Identification

Vulnerability tools are meant to dive a bit deeper and explore 

particular areas of vulnerability that are specific to a technology.

For example, if a security vulnerability is found within the Windows 

operating system and the system administrator has ailed to provide a 

patch or solution to that vulnerability, these are the types of tools 

that will reveal that inform

the penetration tester.



NeXpose
This is a commercial enterprise vulnerability testing tool that is available in

a variety of applications. There are versions for large networks, consultant 

practices and mid-sized businesses. There is also a single-user that is meant for 

small businesses or home networks. These products are available for Windows, 

Linux, Sun, and Mac operating systems and include over 15,000 vulnerabilities 

related to these network operating systems.

Nessus

Formerly an open-source vulnerability assessment tool, Nessus is a remote

security scanner designed to be run on Linux, BSD, Solaris, and UNIX. It 

generates reports in HTML, XML, LaTeX, and ASClI text, and it suggests

solutions for security problems. It was open source Network Security, the sponsor 

of Nessus, decided to make further code proprietary 2005. 

Tools that can be helpful in the Vulnerability phase:



OpenVAS

This is the open-source version of Nessus that survived following the

commercialization of the original product. It's estimated that OpenVAS has over

23,000 plug-ins as part of its core functionality. As with Nessus, NASL (Nessus 

Attack Scripting Language) is the languag used to create plug-ins. OpenVAS is 

maintained by a daily feed the is supported by a community of users.

Nipper

This is commercial software using C+ that is both open source and sold &

license by Titania .It is available for use with a variety of Windows versions,

GNU/Linux, and Apple OS X li includes an array of tests related to 

vulnerabilities network-device configurations and settings.



Exploitation

The potential vulnerabilities exposed by the preliminary phases of penetration 

testing can become a key into an organization.

The tools used in the exploitation phase are designed to leverage the 

vulnerability and device information that has been gathered.

It is also the point at which legal penetration testers must take additional care

to not accidentally damage legitimate activities or assets through the use of 

functions or aspects of the tool they are not familiar with.



Live Linux Distros

Back Track Linux offers a range of open-source tools that are available for a 

variety of penetration testing activities. The Web site where the tool is available 

for download includes a useful wiki in which users can share tools and ideas and 

ask for advice.

CORE Impact

This is a full-service commercial vulnerability testing and penetration

tool that uses modules written in Python to explore the range of potential

vulnerabilities that exist within a network as well as provide the tools to exploit 

those particular vulnerabilities. This tool is able to engage everything from 

sending out phising e-mails to impersonating an unauthorized access point.



Table for most common scanning tools

Phase  Scanner Name Link

DISCOVERY Nmap http://nmap.org

UnicornScan www.unicronscan.org

RECONNAISSANCE Fierce http://hackers.ord/fierce

Maltego www.paterva.com/maltego

PassiveRecon https://Mozilla.org/addon/6196

tcpdump www.tcpdump.org

Wireshark www.wireshark.ord

VULNERABILITY Nessus www.tenablesecurity.com/nessus

IDENTIFICATION NeXpose www.rapid7.com

Nipper www.titania.co.uk

OpenVAS www.openvas.org

EXPLOITATION Core Impact www.coresecurity.com

BackTrack www.backtrack-linux.org


